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Abstract: Data and land resource information complete, accurate, and current is an input in 
management planning, evaluation, and monitoring Watershed. Implementation of this 
research is conducted with optimum utilization of secondary data that is supported by direct 
field measurement data, digitalizing the maps associated, Geographic Information Systems 
modeling, and model calibration. This research has resulted in a Geographic Information 
System Management of potential Watershed GIS Web-based or abbreviated WEB GIS 
MPPDAS using Palopo watershed area, South Sulawesi as a case study sites for the 
development of a prototype that consists of three applications the main website ie Web Portal, 
Web GIS, and Web Tutorial. The system is built to show online (and offline) maps watershed 
in the administrative area of Palopo along with the location of its potential accumulated in the 
four (4) groups of layers, including groups of main layer (2 layer), a group of base layer (14 
layers), groups of thematic layers (12 layers), a group of policy layer (8 layer). In addition to 
display a map, use the WEB application of GIS MPPDAS can also use tools or controls in the 
application to perform analyzes in its monitoring and evaluation, including: Geocoding, Add 
layer, Digitizing, Selection, Measurements, Graph, Filtering, Geolocation, Overlay 
cartographic, and etc.  
 
Key words: Watershed, Database Modeling, Information System Development, Web GIS, 
Palopo, Indonesia, 

 
 

*  *  *  *  *  *  
 

INTRODUCTION 
Real-world reality describes a form of complexity of a system (Marfai, 2015). To 

understand the various processes and realities in the real world, it needs to be simplification or 
simplification, either schematic, diagramic, visualization and etc. The simplification of the real-
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world conditions is called the model. The model can be interpreted as a representation of the 
reality performed by a modeler. In other words, the model is a link between the real world with the 
world of thinking is done with the aim to solve a problem. 

Complete, accurate, and current land resources data and information are inputs in watershed 
management and monitoring planning. In order to gain knowledge of global environmental issues, 
such as climate change, flood and landslide risks, integration of enormous volumes of 
multidisciplinary and dispersed data is needed (Boldrinia et al., 2014). 

Research in Earth and Environmental Sciences relies on the analysis of heterogeneous data 
collected during both small and large-scale projects and acquired in both long and short-term 
observations, as well as in experiments or simulations (Boldrinia et al., 2014). In the 21st century, 
water crisis is one of the most prominent global resources and environment issues; potable water 
safety is also concerned by the whole world (Liu et al., 2011). Variables necessary for the 
predictions were from widely and readily available data sets. These results provide the basis for 
developing spatially explicit models for the fate and transport of chemicals, as well as for other 
ecological, geo-hydrological and geomorphologic studies (Pistocchi and Pennington, 2006). To 
solve this issue it is necessary to develop e-infrastructures that integrate different sources of 
information at both disciplinary and cross disciplinary levels, thus harmonizing the various data 
models and standards that cover specific domains with different granularity and scopes 
(Boldrinia, et al., 2014). 

The common practice of modeling paired watersheds involves the construction of 
individual models for each watershed, which are calibrated independently without paying attention 
to the shared characteristics of the paired watersheds (Sharifi et al., 2016). Building consensus is 
one of the most difficult planning challenges because of the various stakeholders in volved 
(Karashima et al., 2015). Decision Support Systems, and, more recently, participatory and 
collaborative modelling have emerged as a response to increased focus on stakeholder 
participation in modelling activities for certain fields like water resources management (Carrera et 
al., 2017). Collaboration between local governments and residents is essential to promoting urban 
improvements (Karashima et al., 2015). 

Information technologies has been of utmost importance in Geospatial management (De 
Oliveiraa et al., 2014). Vulnerability analysis will not properly be done if outputs of previous steps 
are not satisfactory (Karimsadeha et al., 2017). The efficiency can be increased by using specific 
software for data collection and analysis to provide the competent authorities with tools for better 
focusing the surveillance activities and the disease control measures. Information systems are the 
crucial tool for making information available for risk analysis (Iannetti et al., 2014; Herman, 
2010). GIS technology can be used for scientific investigations, resource management, 
development planning, cartography and route planning (Laksmiwati et al., 2013). GIS captures the 
spatial variation of elevation, and powerful tools can be developed through the integration with 
other software, models, databases or creating plugin modules (Laksmiwati et al., 2013). Water 
distribution optimization module provided the decision support for the administrator with the 
forecast result of water-forecast module and business information in irrigation scheme in form of 
tabulation (Cheng-Caia et al., 2012). However, proficient GIS knowledge is often requested to use 
GIS technologies (Laksmiwati et al., 2013). 

The GIS systems to support the use of database management technology and network 
programming tools will carry on real-time monitoring of water resources and manage of water 
resources monitoring assessment, forecasting, trading and management (Zhang et al., 2010). 
When constructing a GIS system equipped with the large database required for disaster control 
or meteorological management, it is indispensible to consider the management of information 
integration as well as the user convenience (Ganga et al., 2016). 

Recently, geo-spatial technologies related to geo-web, are diversified and emerged 
according to extension of web 2.0 or more paradigms: software as a service, asynchronous 
particle update, mashup, open sources, rich user experiences, collaborate tagging, and structured 
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information. These are closely related and linked to each other, so as to design and 
implementation stages for a given target application to meet users’ needs (Kewon, 2010).  

The web paradigm pursuing openness, sharing, and participation is the mainstream in 
comprehensive information technology communities, besides in the geospatial domain with the 
viewpoint of standardization and industrial needs (Kewon, 2010). The web based environment 
enables collaborative interactions by allowing accessibility to different stakeholders while 
facilitating a transparent elucidation of preferences for the selection of measures (Aye et al., 
2016). Potentialities of modern mobile mapping devices have been addressed for electronic 
geospatial data collection in diverse fields, however it is still in an early stage, and low-cost 
solutions combining an intuitive customized and rich form with mapping are not yet spread 
(Freire et al., 2014).  

GIS plug-in method, the plug-in is a kind of software downloaded from the server, it is 
used for exchanging information data with specifically format with the server. It can transfer 
parts of function in servers to the client. For Web-GIS, the data vector is transmitted to the 
client and processed by the GIS plug-in. Therefore, the reaction speed of the customer 
interacting with the server is accelerated, and most of the processing work is completed in the 
client (Zhua and Chena, 2011). 

The purpose of this research is to make geospatial modeling in the application development 
of potential information system of GIS-based Watershed Area. The expected benefit of this 
research is that the presence of a potential river basin information system that can be connected 
online will enable users (shareholder) from the community, researchers (academics and 
consultants), and cross-sectoral government can interact into consideration for stakeholders before 
making a decision So that policies will be applied more precisely targeted, timely, and precise 
location. Web-GIS application modeling for geospatial and informational data Potential 
watersheds to be generated in this study are intended to document, represent the potential 
geospatial data and comprehensive utilization of watershed resources, so as to be useful for 
distributing and retrieving data and information online for those who need and interest in decision 
making from various aspect of user. The prototype of the GIS web information system application 
was built using a scientific study based on a case study conducted at the Palopo watershed area of 
South Sulawesi, Indonesia. 

 
METHODS 
According to the Ministry of the Environment in Indonesia, one of the goals of 

developing computer systems and databases is to eliminate redundancy (unwieldy repetition) of 
data collection and data storage. In principle, collecting data is done only once and can be 
accessed by those who need it (KNLH, 2008). 

This will not only reduce redundancy but will also drive increased data accuracy and 
understanding how the same data can be shared between existing units. Thus the essential 
prerequisite of successful and useful computer system development and its data base is the real 
cooperation between the units and different agencies in the development of the system. 

Research in the field of Information Systems and Information Technology (SITI) slightly 
different from research in other fields, so that research methods used were also different. Research 
methods in the field of SITI are divided into two categories, namely Design and Evaluation 
(Rainer and Turban, 2009). 

Implementation of this research is conducted with the use of secondary data as optimally 
as possible are supported by primary data, digitalizing the maps associated, Geographic 
Information Systems modeling and model calibration. Researchers propose research with 
methods of designing and development of Geographic Information Systems Web-based with 
five main stages, namely: (1) preparation, (2) field work, (3) modeling and design system, (4) 
the development of information systems, to (5) presentation Results. These five main stages are 
then arranged specific workflows to be a reference grooves systematic study (figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Flow Chart of Research 
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The determination of the location and / or boundary of the research area begins with an 
overlay between the watershed and the administrative of Palopo. The next stage is to separate 
(clip) Watershed area are included in the administrative area and are beyond the limit Palopo 
administration intersection (figure 2). In figure 2 it shows that the area studied in this study is the 
watershed area contained within the administrative of Palopo. There are 5 watersheds in Palopo 
(table 1), among others Poringan, Battang, Botang, Songka Mati, and Bua Watershed. 

 

 
Figure 2. Intersection between the watershed and the administrative of Palopo 

(Source: Boundary watershed and administrative map) 
 

The fifth part of the watershed of the observations in this study, the location at the thorough 
only contained in the administrative area of Palopo, as presented in table 1 and complete 
measurement area is illustrated in (figure 3) Map Location Measurement. 

 
Table 1.Wide watersheds in the administrative Palopo 

ID Watershed Overall Area (Km2) 
Extensive Research 

(Km2) 
 (%) 

23 Poringan 10,4 6,5 62.5 
24 Battang 172,1 143,9 83.6 
25 Botang 37,4 33.7 90.1 
26 Songka Mati 78,5 78,0 99.4 
27 Bua 116,0 19,9 17.2 
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Figure 3. The location of measurement and observation 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE WATERSHED CONTAINED IN THE PALOPO 
ADMINISTRATION AREA 

Based on the results of Geographic Information System analysis in this study, it shows that 
all the watershed contained in the administrative area of Palopo is in the boundary of the 
Pompengan Larona river area which consists of 3 watershed cross-border districts namely Bua, 
Poringan, and Battang Watershed, while 2 watersheds Such as Boting and Songkamati Watershed. 

 

Bua Watershed 
Bua Watershed is a regional watershed across two districts / cities, including Palopo and 

North Luwu District so that the status of watershed between districts. Bua watershed has a river 
density value of 1.06 km/km2 with an area of 19.85 km2 or 1,985 hectares and the length of 
circumference in Palopo reaches 21.04 km. The form of Bua Watershed can be seen on the Map of 
River Order Class of Bua Watershed of Palopo, South Sulawesi (figure 4). 
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Figure 4. River order class of Bua Palopo Watershed 

 

 
Figure 5. River order class of Poringan Palopo Watershed 
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Figure 6. River order class of Battang Palopo Watershed 

 

 
Figure 7. River order class of Botting Palopo Watershed 
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Figure 8. River order class of Songkamati Palopo Watershed 

 
Poringan Watershed 
Poringan Watershed is a regional watershed that flows across two districts / cities, 

including Palopo and Luwu districts so that the status of DAS between districts. Poringan 
Watershed has a density value of 3.29 km/km2 with an area of 6.52 km2 or 651.79 Hectares and the 
length of circumference in Palopo reaches 21.44 km. The shape of Poringan Watershed can be 
seen on the Map of River Order Class Poringan Palopo Watershed South Sulawesi (figure 5). 

 
Battang Watershed 
Battang watershed is a regional watershed that flows across two districts / cities, including 

Palopo and Luwu districts so that the status of watershed between districts. Battang watershed has 
a river density of 1.47 km/km2 with an area of 143.9 km2 or 14,393.79 Hectares and length of 
circumference in Palopo reaches 211.63 km. Battang watershed forms can be seen on the Map of 
River Order Class of Battang Palopo Watershed (figure 6). 

 
Boting Watershed 
Boting watershed is a local watershed which is only within the administrative area of Palopo so that it 

is in the district. Boting watershed has a river density value of 1.12 km/km2 with an area of 33.73 km2 or 
3,370.12 hectares and the length of circumference in the Palopo reached 37.73 km. Battang watershed forms 
can be seen on the Map of River Order Class of Boting Palopo Watershed (figure 7). 

 
Songkamati Watershed 
Songkamati Watershed is a local watershed which is only within the administrative area of 

Palopo so that the status is within the district. The Songkamati watershed has a river density value 
of 1.07 km/km2 with an area of 77.99 km2 or 7,798.81 hectares and the length of the perimeter in 
Palopo reaches 78 km. The form of the Songkamati Watershed can be seen on the Map of the 
River Order Class of the Songkamati Palopo Watershed (figure 8). 
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DATABASE MODELLING 
Database modeling is needed to form a simplification of the complexity of complex data 

that makes it easier to translate when developing Web GIS information systems in this study. The 
design of the database in this system consists of three steps, namely the design of GIS database 
representation in the Web GIS that consists of spatial and non-spatial data and then translates the 
user needs of spatial data and user needs on the application when using information systems, and 
the last is to design the base structure Data into the form of entity-relationship modeling. 

 
Database representation design 
System database is divided into relational database and spatial database (Ge et al., 2013). 

The GIS database representation design is a design for the data that will be displayed in WEB GIS 
MPPDAS application. 

 
Spatial Data 
Spatial data design is a data view in vector form with certain geometric shapes such as line 

or line, point or point, and area or polygon. Each form of geometry is then given a format that 
shows the colour and symbol models, among which categorized gives different colours of each 
polygon that have different row / record values, single symbol or single symbol given to data that 
does not require categorization, and graduate given to layer (line, polygon or point) that has value 
based on a particular classification or category. 

The GIS Data Design, which is the design for the data to be displayed in the WEB GIS 
MPPDAS application in spatial form consists of 4 (four) layer groups, including the main layer 
group (2 layers), the base layer group (14 layers), the group Thematic layer (12 layers), group 
policy layer (8 layers). The design of spatial data in this study is described in table form (table 2). 
 

Table 2.WEB GIS MPPDAS spatial data design 

No. Spatial Data Form Format 
1 Main Layer 
  a. City area Polygon Categorized 

  b. Watershed area Polygon Categorized 

2 Basic Layer 
  a. Region administration Polygon Categorized 

  b. Village administration Polygon Categorized 

  c. Main River Polygon Single Symbol 

  d. River Line Single Symbol 

  e. Shore line Point Single Symbol 

  f. National street Line Single Symbol 

  g. Local street Line Single Symbol 

  h. Artificially River Point Single Symbol 

  i. Bridge Point Single Symbol 

  j. Mountain Point Single Symbol 

  k. Contour Line Graduated 

  l. Forest area Polygon Categorized 

  m. Measure Station Point Single Symbol 

  n. Administration topomini Point Single Symbol 

3 Thematic layers 
  a. Geology Polygon Categorized 

  b. Slope Polygon Graduated 
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No. Spatial Data Form Format 
  c. Soil Type Polygon Categorized 

  d. Land system Polygon Categorized 

  e. Land cover Polygon Categorized 

  f. Rainfall Polygon Graduated 

  g. Topography Polygon Graduated 

  h. Land movement Polygon Categorized 

  i. Earthquake Polygon Graduated 

  j. Local Languange Polygon Categorized 

  k. EHRA Polygon Graduated 

  l. Dekopol Polygon Categorized 

4 Policy Layer 
  a. RTRW Strategic area  Point Categorized 

  b. RTRW Spatial pattern plan Polygon Categorized 

  c. RTRW space structure Point Categorized 

  d. RTRW space structure network Line Categorized 

  e. Mineral potential Polygon Categorized 

  f. Mine potential Polygon Categorized 

  g. Sand mining potential Polygon Categorized 

  h. Disaster prone Polygon Categorized 

` 
The four groups of layers have their respective positions but are connected to the main layer 

group. The architecture of the database layer is described as a collection of integrated data 
communities (figure 9). 

 

 
Figure 9. Spatial data architecture 

 
The relational database refers to the two-dimensional table (Ge et al., 2013). Non-spatial 

relational data design is a relational table model design that is used as a design for non-spatial 
databases in WEB GIS MPPDAS applications. Each data item is given a data dictionary that gives 
an explanation of each field name. For each field name itself is specified data structure first. Here 
is one example (rainfall data) of non-spatial data model design used in the WEB GIS MPPDAS 
application and source code that links between non-spatial data with spatial data (table 3). Data 
modeling in table 3 is also used for other data in this research. 
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Table 3. One of non-spatial data plan and data dictionary (for Rainfall data) on non-spatial data modeling 

Fields Type Width Indexed Kamus Data 

ID Character 5 yes 
Identity Code Identity of the prevailing rainfall 
meter in the archipelago 

SERIAL NUMBER Character 5 yes Serial number of stations in the archipelago 
STATION Character 23 yes Station ID 
TEMPERATURE_C Character 7 yes Average daily temperature 
JAN Integer   yes Suhu rata-rata bulan januari 
FEB Integer   Yes Average month temperature in February 
MAR Integer   Yes Average month temperature in March 
APR Integer   Yes Average month temperature in April 
MAY Integer   Yes Average month temperature in May 
JUN Integer   Yes Average month temperature in June 
JUL Integer   Yes Average month temperature in July 
AUG Integer   Yes Average month temperature in August 
SEPT Integer   Yes Average month temperature in September 
OCT Integer   Yes Average month temperature in October 
NOV Integer   Yes Average month temperature in November 
DES Integer   Yes Average month temperature in December 
CH_mm_th Integer   Yes Average temperature throughout the year 
DATA SOURCE Character 20 Reference source data obtained 
CLASS Character 30 Yes Shows the level of the assessment variable 
CRITERIA Character 25 Yes Parameters of the assessment variable 

SCORE 
Small 
Integer 

  Yes The value of the assessment variable 

WEIGH 
Small 
Integer 

    The coefficient of the assessment variable 

url1 Character 254   
Link connections to websites or other related 
sources 

url2 Character 254   
Link connections to websites or other related 
sources 

url3 Character 254   
Link connections to websites or other related 
sources 

Source code; 
var lyr_curahhujan =new ol.layer.Vector({ 
                    opacity:0.5, 
                    source:new ol.source.Vector(), 
                    style: style_curahhujan, 
                    selectedStyle: selectionStyle_curahhujan, 
                    title:"Curah Hujan", 
                    id:"Curah_Hujan20161205165525356", 
                    filters:[], 
                    timeInfo:null, 
                    isSelectable:true, 
                    popupInfo:"<tableclass="popup-
table"><tr><th>Attribute</th><th>Value</th><tr><td>ID</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[ID]</td></tr><tr><td>NOURT</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[NOURT]</td></tr><tr><td>NAMASTASION</td><tdstyle="text-
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align:right">[NAMASTASION]</td></tr><tr><td>SUHU_C</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[SUHU_C]</td></tr><tr><td>JAN</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[JAN]</td></tr><tr><td>FEB</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[FEB]</td></tr><tr><td>MAR</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[MAR]</td></tr><tr><td>APR</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[APR]</td></tr><tr><td>MAY</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[MAY]</td></tr><tr><td>JUN</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[JUN]</td></tr><tr><td>JUL</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[JUL]</td></tr><tr><td>AUG</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[AUG]</td></tr><tr><td>SEPT</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[SEPT]</td></tr><tr><td>OCT</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[OCT]</td></tr><tr><td>NOV</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[NOV]</td></tr><tr><td>DES</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[DES]</td></tr><tr><td>CH_mm_th</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[CH_mm_th]</td></tr><tr><td>KELAS</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[KELAS]</td></tr><tr><td>KRITERIA</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[KRITERIA]</td></tr><tr><td>SKOR</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[SKOR]</td></tr><tr><td>KETERANGAN</td><tdstyle="text-
align:right">[KETERANGAN]</td></tr></table>" 
}); 
curahhujan_geojson_callback =function(geojson){ 
                              lyr_curahhujan.getSource().addFeatures(new 
ol.format.GeoJSON().readFeatures(geojson)); 

}; 

 
The User needs or Requirements Design 
The user needs / requirements design is used to define enterprise rules as the rules used to 

define relationships between entities set with entity relationships and their operations (procedures 
or functions that can is subject to the corresponding entity set (Wismarini and Khristianto, 2014). 
The design of user requirements in the WEB GIS MPPDAS application consists of two types of 
needs, namely the need for spatial geographic data (table 4) and the need for application tools 
when the user is using / accessing the WEB GIS MPPDAS Application (table 5) that can be done 
on the spatial data The following is the design of user data requirements that will be presented in 
the WEB GIS MPPDAS application. 

 
Table 4. Spatial data User needs design 

No. Needs 

Req. 
01 

The map layers are grouped based on the difference of the required information from 
each layer to 
Main layer, 
Basic Layer,  
Thematic layer,  
Policy layer. 

Req. 
02 

The Main layer groups provide information on the boundaries of the study area, namely 
administrative boundaries and watershed area 

Req. 
03 

Basic Layer Groups There are layers that provide information about regency, villages, 
rivers, coastlines, streets, artificial, bridges, mountains, contour lines, forest areas, 
measurement sites, toponimi administration. 

Req. The Thematic Layer group provides information that can be used as a reference in 
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04 conducting the evaluation, so that it can be evaluated on the Class, Criteria, Score, and 
Weight of each layer. 

Req. 
05 

Thematic Layer Group consists of physical and social information, including geology, 
slope, soil type, land system, land cover, rainfall, topography, ground movement, 
earthquakes, local languages used by local people, environmental health risks or 
Environment Health Risk Assessment (EHRA), demographics, economics, and politics.  

Req. 
06 

The Policy Layer group provides information on programs that have been established 
by the government institutions as the basis of the development plan policy so that it can 
become a reference in monitoring. 

Req. 
07 

The Policy Layer Group consists of information on spatial planning, geological 
potential, and potential disaster. 

 
Table 5. User needs design about controls application 

No. Information 
Req01 Users can add (input) a new map layer 
Req02 Users can display map attributes 
Req03 Users can see the attribution of the app 
Req04 Users can display statistics / graphs of geographic information 
Req05 Users can create and edit vectors manually 
Req06 Users can export maps in the form of extensions 
Req07 Users can display the map in full screen form 
Req08 Users can search for locations and place them on the map 
Req09 Users can know their position when accessing the app 
Req10 There is a tutorial from the app 
Req11 Users can display the map to the default page quickly 
Req12 Users can select row / record from vector layers or from attribute data 
Req13 Users can see the color symbols found on the map layer 
Req14 Users can access the institution's website to the application 

Req15 
Users can make their own measurements of the length and extent of the area on the desired 
map 

Req16 
Users can know the position of the cursor coordinates of the mouse when it is above the 
map layer 

Req17 The north direction of the map is only active when the app is enabled via smartphone 

Req18 
Users can view the Map index or display the map view position on a larger scale against 
the current map page 

Req19 Users can print maps 
Req20 Users can select the entity layer of the active vector layer 
Req21 Users can zoom out and zoom the map 
Req22 Users can shift the map 
Req23 Users can filter attribute data as well as vector data 

Req24 
Users can download the following vector data attributes contained in the application 
provided by the developer 

Req25 Users can do cartographic overlays on one layer with another layer 

Req26 
Users can specify (move) the order of one layer position against the position of the other 
layer 
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Database structure model design 
Data mining is a fundamental step in the process of knowledge discovery (Zhu et al., 2011). 

Prior to building the design of the database structure model, it is necessary to design a 
correlation model between the data from each model that has the relevance of each conceptual 
model of watershed that is commonly used ie management model, hydrological model and 
erosion prediction model. The relationship between the data of each conceptual model is then 
described as a model of data relation to the conceptual model of watershed (figure 10) in the 
design of modeling and development of information system applications. 

 

 
Figure 10. Model of data relation to conceptual model of watershed on modeling design and development of 

information system application WEB GIS MPPDAS 
 

The next stage of collecting data fields are interconnected rather than individual data fields. 
This conceptual set of interconnected data fields is called entities. A data model, called the entity-
relationship model, is proposed. This model incorporates some of the important semantic 
information about the real world (Chen, 1976). Entity - relationship modeling for WEB GIS 
MPPDAS in figure 11. 

In the previous model (figure 11) it has been illustrated that any theoretical or conceptual 
model of its application requires a lot of data so that each model will form a data diffusion that 
can be a new data grouping. Such as data management and erodition prediction data will present 
the policy data group, as well as diffusion of data management and hydrological data present 
policy data. This is due to the policy data present from the political policy that was first set on a 
legal provision of the authorized institution. The provision of the law comes from a conclusion 
that has been through the study of the theory of empirical facts of the field that has been done 
scientifically. While the hydrological data and erotic prediction data diffuse and present 
thematic data groups. 

From the two groups of data (thematic and policy) then conducted database modeling to 
be used at the stage of developing an information system so as to facilitate every stakeholder in 
updating data and also as monitoring and evaluation (monev) to the existing condition so that 
prediction / Can be done accurately. Based on the design of the capabilities and intentions of the 
information system research, the application of Web-based GIS to be developed in this research 
is called the Web GIS Management Information System of Potential Watershed Management 
(SI-MPPDAS). 
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Figure 11. Entity - relationship (ER) modeling for WEB GIS MPPDAS application development 
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Geographic Information Application Design 
As in the design of information system application development in general, the design stage 

of geographical information applications based on Web GIS in this study is to make the 
application architecture design and functional modeling design of geographic applications. 

 
Application Architecture Design 
Application Architecture Design Geographic Information Management Watershed 

Management (MPPDAS) is a WebGIS-based application in this case using Client-Server 
Application Architecture web-based applications. The architectural design is shown in figure 12 
after modification of Schutzberg (Schutzberg, 2012). 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Application Architecture Management Information System Management of  WEB GIS Watershed Potential 
 
The main platform of the WEB MPPDAS GIS development research architecture is by 

using the Boundless GIS Platform because it contains various GIS software that has its own 
function and allocation and almost entirely (or completely) GIS software incorporated in the 
Boundless GIS Platform comes from Free and open source GIS software. 
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Any open source GIS application that is integrated or can be integrated on the Boundless 
GIS Platform has its own functions and capabilities as described below: 

- OpenLayer is a powerful, community driven, open source, pure JavaScript web mapping 
library (Hazzard, 2011), for displaying map data, such as WMS and WFS layers, in web browsers 
(Siebenmann et al., 2015).  

- GeoExplorer tool is designed for web map authoring and publishing tasks. The Dashboard is 
a web mapping service management tool (similar to the ESRI ArcGIS Server Manager). These 
new tools created inside the Open Geo Suite will make the installation and management of web 
map servers much easier (Tsou and Smith, 2011). 

- QGIS Software employed included Quantum GIS (QGIS), a free and open source 
geographic information system and Geographic Resources Analysis Support System (GRASS), a 
plugin tool for raster data processing. These softwares were used for (i) data compilation, 
integration, and processing for the extraction of the required data, and (ii) geospatial analysis and 
development of required plugin tools for specific energy potentiality and suitability calculations. 
Topographic, accessibility, and land cover constraints were applied in the analysis of technical 
potential (Sah, 2016). 

- GeoServer can display data on any of the popular mapping applications such as Google 
Maps, Google Earth, Yahoo Maps, and Microsoft Virtual Earth. In addition, GeoServer can 
connect with traditional GIS architectures such as ESRI ArcGIS (Guo et al., 2011). GeoServer is a 
server used for GIS purposes such as sharing, processing and editing geospatial data. 

- GeoWebCache is integrated with GeoServer and provides a mechanism to cache map tiles 
for future use. This avoids the need to generate the images a new for each map request. A tile 
cache significantly improves performance of a map server. GeoWebCache is preconfigured to 
cache tiles as they are created if the tile does not already exist in the cache (Bunzel et al., 2010). 

- PostGIS The PostGIS is a spatial database extender for PostgreSQL, allowing storage and 
query of information about location and mapping (Celso et al., 2015). 

- Boundless SDK is used to build and deploy web mapping applications based on the 
JavaScript. This involves five stages creation, customization, testing, packing and deployment of 
the application. The application is  packaged  as  web  archive  (WAR)  and  can  be deployed in 
the application server (Kalura et al., 2015). In this study used to develop applications such as 
device / control module in GIS web MPPDAS. 

- OpenGeoSuite is a complete geospatial platform for managing data and building maps and 
applications across web browsers, desktops, and mobile devices. Built on leading open source 
geospatial software, OpenGeo Suite has a robust and flexible architecture that enables 
organizations to reliably manage and publish geospatial data (Webcast Technologies n.d.). 

- Boundless open source GIS platform which includes Desktop, Exchange and Suite, enables 
organizations to harness the power of location in their data, while scaling to fit every facet of the 
enterprise (Boundless Geo n.d.). The boundless selection in this research is because of the facilities 
for web map layout and easiness for future development if it should be integrated with other GIS 
Platform such as ESRI. 

- OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a free editable map of the whole world that allows users to view, 
edit and use geographical data in a collaborative way from anywhere on Earth (Intuity, 2008). 
OSM data are hierarchically structured and have three types: nodes, ways and relations. The nodes 
are points in space which are defined by their geographical coordinates. Ways are an ordered list 
of nodes, which define none-closed features (like a transmission line) or closed features (like 
buildings, power plants, electrical substations) (Medjroubi et al., 2017).  

 
Geographic Information Application Interface Design 
This Geospatial Information Model Functional Modeling Design to describe the functional 

facilities provided in WEB GIS MPPDAS application in this research is illustrated in the form of 
use case diagram. Use case diagrams (UCDs) are used to describe the requirements and desired 
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functionality of software products (Tsou and Smith, 2011). In figure 13, Use Case application 
diagram of WEB GIS MPPDAS application describes the system behavior patterns and processes 
that occur based on user needs design (table 5) on database modeling. 

From figure 13 provides an overview of the activity of the user when using the GIS 
MPPDAS Web application, where there is a user actor and there are 25 use cases in the GIS Web 
application that will be developed. Web GIS is an application of Management Information System 
of Watershed Potential Management which was built in this research using Palopo watershed area 
as a case study located in South Sulawesi. To support the user to facilitate the use of the 
application there is Website Tutorial that serves as a guide or instructions on the use of control 
tools or module tools contained in the WEB GIS MPPDAS application. In this study also 
developed web portal that made function as "entrance" to Web GIS application MPPDAS contains 
6 page (page) main: Home, Summary, Architecture, Module, Product, and Contact. A web portal 
is capable of handling both structured and unstructured information. For users, it provides 
significant cost savings, improved productivity and a way of establishing a long-lasting 
relationship with users. A web portal can facilitate notification and multi-channel consistency. It 
enables universal login and provides integration if needed to other applications and systems. It is 
also capable of integrating and supporting a specific application type like e-commerce support, 
business intelligence or application service provider application (Techopedia n.d.). 

After the use case modeling then create interface design from Web GIS MPPDAS, Web 
Tutorial design, and Web Portal design. 
 

 
Figure 13. Application use case diagram Web GIS MPPDAS 

 
Geographic Information Application Interface Design 
Based on the user's need for an interesting web-based system, this research performs a 

simple but interesting interface prototype design. In figure 14 below is a prototype design drawing 
in the form of a template from WEB GIS MPPDAS. 
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Figure 14. Template Web GIS MPPDAS 

 
Information system implementation 
The spatial database has been developed using PostgreSQL with the PostGIS geographic 

extension that allows the creation and management of geodatabase perfectly connectable to GIS 
platforms, both Desktop and Web side (Mangiameli et al., 2013). WebGIS is the system which does 
spatial data storage, display, spatial analysis and output on the Web. It is the realization of the GIS on 
the Internet (Junying and Gang, 2011) (Xianfu et al., 2012). People interact with each other through 
the personal computer, mobile phone through the Internet (Xianfu et al., 2012). WebGIS-based 
techniques are supposed to continuously improve the compiled database by integrating multiple data 
services, and to provide latest references to boths routine management (Chen et al., 2016). 

 

 
Figure 15. WEB  GIS MPPDAS Display on the main page 
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Prototype is a visualization design interface / display on the system to be built. After the 
design, figure 15, is a prototype of WEB GIS MPPDAS information system developed in this 
research. The overall description of the implementation of this information system can be seen in 
the appendix on the relationship between sites to the application developed to get applications that 
are dynamic, interactive, easy, updated, so that expected information presented can be valid and 
display the application of Information Systems WEB GIS MPPDAS. 

 
Design Information in Web Tutorial 
Web tutorials are designed simply to display information on how to use tools or control 

tools in the MPISD GIS Web application. Table 6 is a control that can be used on WEB GIS 
MPPDAS and explanation instructions are presented in this tutorial web 

 
Table 6.Tools or controls of the application described in the web tutorial 

Control Information 
About panel Provides basic information about the application 
Add layer Tools to add a layer vector map 
Attributes table Table attribute of layer vector 
Attribution Attribution from developer 
Charts Graph of statistics from geographic information 
Digitasi Tools to create vectors manually and perform vector editing 
Export as 
image 

Tools to take (export) maps in the form of extension * .png 

Full screen Displays in full screen form 
Geocoding Tools to locate and place on the map 
Geolocation Tools to determine the location when accessing the app 
Help Button to access web tutorial 
Home button Tools to display the map to the default page 
Layers list Tools to select or activate vector layers 
Legend Description of the color symbols found on the map layer 
Links Keys to access the listed websites outside of the application 
Measure Tools to measure length and area 
Mouse Position Displays the cursor coordinate position of the mouse when it is above the 

map layer 
North arrow The north direction of the map is only active when the app is enabled via 

smartphone 
Overview map Map index or display map position position on a larger scale 
Print Tools to print maps in * .pdf form 
Scale bar Bar scale from map 
Selection Tools to select the layer entity of the active vector layer 
Zoom Tools to zoom in and out on the map 
Zoom slider Tools to zoom in and out of the map by shifting 

 
The display for the tutorial website that became the guide for the user / user of the WEB 

GIS MPPDAS application is exemplified in figure 16. 
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Figure 16. A web view tutorial that provides guidance on how to use the GIS Information System MPIS application 

 
Web Portal Creation 
As an "entrance" to the MPEGD WebGIS application, the Web portal is designed in 

the form of 6 page pages designed from the site diagram model in figure 17. From the design 
of the diagram model, it is done writing the script code to provide the look of the portal 
website and make it as a gateway or starting point for users when starting their activities on 
the Web GIS MPPDAS. 

 
Figure 17. The site model diagram of the web portal 

 
Script Header 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<!--[if lt IE 8 ]><html class="no-js ie ie7" lang="en"><![endif]--> 
<!--[if IE 8 ]><html class="no-js ie ie8" lang="en"><![endif]--> 
<!--[if (gte IE 8)|!(IE)]><!--><htmlclass="no-js"lang="en"><!--<![endif]--> 
<head> 
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<!--- Basic Page Needs 
   ================================================== --> 
<metacharset="utf-8"> 
 <title>TESIS RUMI | MPPDAS - UGM</title> 
 <metaname="description"content=""> 
 <metaname="author"content=""> 
<!-- Mobile Specific Metas 
   ================================================== --> 
 <metaname="viewport"content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1, maximum-scale=1"> 
 <!-- CSS 
    ================================================== --> 
<linkrel="stylesheet"href="css/default.css"> 
 <linkrel="stylesheet"href="css/layout.css"> 
<linkrel="stylesheet"href="css/media-queries.css"> 
<linkrel="stylesheet"href="css/magnific-popup.css"> 
<!-- Script 
   ================================================== --> 
 <scriptsrc="js/modernizr.js"></script> 
<!-- Favicons 
 ================================================== --> 
 <linkrel="shortcut icon"href="iconwg.png"> 
</head> 
Script Home page 
<body> 
<!-- Header 
   ================================================== --> 
<headerid="home"> 
<navid="nav-wrap"> 
<aclass="mobile-btn"href="#nav-wrap"title="Show navigation">Show navigation</a> 
 <aclass="mobile-btn"href="#"title="Hide navigation">Hide navigation</a> 
<ulid="nav"class="nav"> 
<liclass="current"><aclass="smoothscroll"href="#home">Beranda</a></li> 
<li><aclass="smoothscroll"href="#about">Ringkasan</a></li> 
 <li><aclass="smoothscroll"href="#resume">Arsitektur</a></li> 
<li><aclass="smoothscroll"href="#portfolio">Modul</a></li> 
<li><aclass="smoothscroll"href="#call-to-action">Produk</a></li> 
<li><aclass="smoothscroll"href="#contact">Hubungi</a></li> 
</ul><!-- end #nav --> 
</nav><!-- end #nav-wrap --> 
<divclass="row banner"> 
<divclass="banner-text"> 
<h1class="responsive-
headline"><ahref="file:///E:/%23TULISAN/TESIS/WebAppx/FIX/DEMO/index_debug.html"target="outp
ut">GIS MPPDAS</a></h1> 
<h3>Sebuah pengembangan <span>Sistem Informasi berbasis Web GIS</span> dari Penelitian Tesis di 
<span>Magister Perencanaan Pengelolaan Potensi Daerah Aliran Sungai dan Pesisir</span>, Fakultas 
Geografi - Universitas Gadjah Mada. Menggunakan 
            Wilayah DAS Kota Palopo Provinsi Sulawesi Selatan sebagai lokasi studi kasus, oleh: 
<aclass="smoothscroll"href="#about"><u>Jalaluddin Rumi Prasad</u></a> .</h3> 
<hr/> 
<ulclass="social"> 
<li><ahref="https://www.facebook.com/samrumi"target="output"><iclass="fa fa-
facebook"></i></a></li> 
<li><ahref="#"><iclass="fa fa-twitter"></i></a></li> 
<li><ahref="#"><iclass="fa fa-google-plus"></i></a></li> 
<li><ahref="#"><iclass="fa fa-linkedin"></i></a></li> 
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<li><ahref="#"><iclass="fa fa-instagram"></i></a></li> 
<li><ahref="#"><iclass="fa fa-dribbble"></i></a></li> 
<li><ahref="#"><iclass="fa fa-skype"></i></a></li> 
</ul> 
</div> 
</div> 
<pclass="scrolldown"> 
<aclass="smoothscroll"href="#about"><iclass="icon-down-circle"></i></a> 
</p> 
</header><!-- Header End --> 

 
In figure 18, the following is the result of the display of the script writing above as the 

homepage home page from the web portal to the Web GIS MPPDAS. 
As in the script writing procedure in the presentation of the page sites on the web portal, 

several pages are also made to facilitate the user to understand the application of  MPPDAS 
Information System, among others (figure: 19, 20, 21, 22); 

The summary page provides basic information on the main purpose and benefits of this 
application, and the benefits that can develop when the user actively engages in this application. 
On this page also provides information on the address and contact manager (Faculty of Geography 
Gadjah Mada University) is also a button to download a brief overview of this application, so 
visitors can understand or take inspiration to develop it fore. 

The architecture page (figure 20) consists of 3 sites containing explanations of the platform 
and other technology options used to develop this MPPDAS WEB GIS application. 

In figure 21 provides brief information on tool capabilities or controls in applications that 
can be used when performing monitoring and evaluation analyzes, including: Geocoding, Add 
layer, Digitization, Selection, Measurement, Graph, Filtering, Geolocation, Cartographic 
Overlays, etc. 

The page on the site named 'product' (figure 22) aims to be access to the WEB GIS 
MPPDAS application and also as access to users logging into the tutorial website. There is a solid 
and concise explanation of products and tutorials. 

 
Figure 18. Home page view from the web portal 
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Figure 19. Site view for Summary page 

 

 
Figure 20. Display 3 sites for Architecture page 

 

 
Figure 21. Site view for application module annotation page 
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Figure 22. Site view for access to Web GIS 

 
Application Testing 
Testing system done in the construction of WEB GIS MPPDAS software is using blackbox 

testing method. The blackbox testers carefully review the spec and the product itself for localizing 
such problems as text in graphics and configuration issues. They can use the "fake" version to test 
for compatibility (Patton, 2001). The test results are shown in table 7. The test is done by 
simulating the system performance. And provide a qualitative assessment. 

 
Table 7. Est results WEB GIS MPPDAS using Blackbox method 

Testing Test Result 
Add (insert) a new map layer Success  
Showing map attributes Success 
See attribution of the app Success 
Export map in the form Success 
Displays the map in full screen Success 
Find the location and place it on the map Success 
Know the position when accessing the app Success 
There is a tutorial from the app Success 
Quickly displays the map to the default page Success 
Select row / record from vector layers or from attribute data Success 
See the color symbols found on the map layer Success 
Accessing the institution's website against the application Success 
Take your own measurements of the length and extent of the area on the desired map Success 
Know the position of the cursor coordinates of the mouse when it is above the map layer Success 
View the Map Index or display the map view position on a larger scale against the 
current map page 

Success 

Print a map Not success 
Selects the layer entity from the active vector layer Success 
Zoom in and zoom out the map Success 
Shift the map Success 
Filtering of attribute data as well as vector data Success 
Do a cartographic overlay of one layer with another layer Success 
Determine (move) the order of one layer position against another layer position Success 
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From the test results obtained results (table 7) that almost all functional built can already 
serve properly for the correct data class or wrong data class. Some obstacles are still encountered 
in this study, mainly due to the application has not been done hosting to the internet. 

 
CONCLUSION 
From the process of analysis, design and implementation done in the previous chapters, it 

can be concluded as follows that has generated a Geographic Information Management System 
Management of GIS Watershed-based Web Stream or WEB GIS MPPDAS in the watershed area 
Palopo City South Sulawesi Province with Which consists of 3 main website applications namely 
Web Portal, Web GIS, and Web Tutorial. In addition to displaying, adding and creating maps, the 
use of WEB GIS MPPDAS applications can also use tools or controls in the application to perform 
analysis in monitoring and evaluation, including: Geocoding, Add layer, Digitization, Selection, 
Measurement, Graph, Filtering, Geolocation , Cartographic Overlays, etc. 

 
Recommendation 
Researchers recommend for continued research to build a GIS Web Application similar 

to the orientation in the field of coastal management that can be integrated with the product of 
this research. The researcher also recommends that the next research aims to find / build the 
formula in the form of mathematical modeling in calculating the kofisien of various variables 
for coding when developing information system application of this research.The recommended 
formula to be developed on the recommendation of point 2 above is integrated in the modeling 
of this research is expected to become a fixed algorithm to be a special application in 
monitoring and evaluating the watershed management that is or will take place so that the 
forecast to impact the ecosystem environment, Ecososbud, and disaster in the watershed can be 
much more timely and precise location. 
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